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In the production of our furniture, we focus on using only high-quality components and modern
technologies.

The FERGI model is a set of modern upholstered furniture for the office and home, designed
and manufactured to meet the requirements of functionality and ergonomics, using quality and
environmentally friendly materials in accordance with GOST 16371 and GOST19917.

The products are manufactured in the conditions of functioning
of the certified Quality Management System ISO 9001: 2015
(certificate number UA228155 / 1

"Fergi" - an original set of modern upholstered furniture, which, along with compactness, perfectly combines functionality
 and comfort.

The model includes a sofa bed and corner set that consist of two sections: one section with a transformation
 mechanism and section A without the functions  involved in the formation of the sleeping area. If necessary, to increase the 
area of the sleeping area, the part of the back of section A rises upwards, and fastens on the with a button. The section with 
the mechanism of transformation has a niche for the storage of bed linen.

Pay attention! Due to the design features of the mechanism, the storage of section 2TM, 3TM has a limited capacity. 
Bed linen should be placed on the middle part of the storage.

The model has the high legs of hardwood.
The mechanism of transformation is intended for daily use and is very convenient. The feature of the mechanism is the 
presence of turning legs which, when the sofa is folded are located in the upper position and when unfolded - occupy a 

lower position and serve as a support for the seat.
Fergi is equipped with soft sidewalls.
To provide the additional comfort of the backrest in sitting position the model "Fergie" is equipped with pillows. Seats and 

pillows are decorated with insert stitching that prevent fabric from tensile damages. The cover of the model can be 
decorated with decorative contrasting stitches on the seat, sidewalls and pillows.

The main materials used to make the model:

Sitting: Pine wood, chipboard, slats, spring block bonnel, felt, polyurethane foam, sintepon;
Back: Pine wood, fibreboard, slats (besides the back of section A), spring block bonnel, felt, 

polyurethane foam, sintepon;
Storage for linen: Particleboard laminated, fiberboard, fiberboard laminated;

Sidewall: Pine wood, chipboard, fiberboard, plywood, polyurethane foam, sintepon;

Pillows: Airfiber, Sintepon, Flizelin;

Leg: Hardwood (two colors: light, dark)

Maximal load acceptable fot the model

-sleeping place: dynamic loading up to 160 kg;
- static load up to 200 kg.

- sidewalls: - maximal load up to 15 kg.
- static load up to 25 kg.

-niche for bedding - maximal load up to 15 kg

The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes in the design of furniture, without
prior notice.
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DL3
Fergi: 

Sofa bed 3 seater

BMR/AR-2TM/BML

Fergi: 
Soft sidewall right;

А section without 
functions right ;
double section with 
transformation with storage 

Soft sidewall left;

BMR/2TM-AL/BML

Fergi: 

Soft sidewall right;

double section with 
transformation with storage
А section without 
functions left ;

Soft sidewall left;

BMR/AR-3TM/BML

BMR/3TM-AL/BML

Fergi: 

Soft sidewall right;

А section without  functions

 right 
triple section with 
transformation with storage
Soft sidewall left

Fergi: 

Soft sidewall right;

triple section with 
transformation with storage

А section without  functions

left

Soft sidewall left

*) - Dimensions are shown as reference, permissible deviation is ± 20 mm.

**) - A - Height of product excluding the pillows height
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TABLE OF COMPLETING MODEL WITH PILLOWS

Product name

Pillow P127 to 
2Т, А

Pillow P128 to 
3T. DL3 TOTAL

P127 P128
BMR/2TM-AL/BML
BMR/AR-2TM/BML 3 - 3
BMR/3TM-AL/BML
BMR/AR-3TM/BML 1 2 3

DLЗ - 2 2

P127

P128

-the specified dimensions of covers, are given as reference.

Pillow to

3T
DL3

Pillow to:
2Т
А



FERGI W/P

K-t P127(3)

Fergi w/p:

set of pillows to:
2Т-А,

А-2Т

К-t P127 -P128(2)

Fergi w/p:
set of pillows to:

ЗТ-А,

А-ЗТ

К-t P128(2)

Fergi w/p:
set of pillows to::

DL3
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DLЗ w/p

Fergi w/p: 
Sofa bed 3 seater
without pillows

BMR/AR-2TM/BML w/p

Fergi w/p: 
Soft sidewall right;

А section without  pillows
and functions right ;
double section 
without pillows with
transformation with storage 

Soft sidewall left;

BMR/2TM-AL/BML w/p

Fergi w/p: 
Soft sidewall right;
double section 
without pillow with
transformation with storage
А section without 
pillows and 
functions left ;
Soft sidewall left;

BMR/AR-3TM/BML w/p

Fergi w/p: 
Soft sidewall right;

А section without 
 pillows and functions
 right 
triple section 
without pillows and with
transformation with storage
Soft sidewall left

BMR/3TM-AL/BML w/p

Fergi w/p: 
Soft sidewall right;
triple section 
without pillows and with
transformation with storage
А section without 
 pillows and functions
 right 
Soft sidewall left

 Dimensions are shown as reference, permissible deviation is ± 20 mm.
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contrast decorative stitch 

stitch the same color as fabric

Rear view

Front view

Front view



Chenille thread direction

Rear view

Front view

BMR/AR-2TM/BML w/p

FERGI



base

coordinate

IT IS NOT ALLOWED TO USE FABRIC WITH LINES, IN CHECKS OR WITH

LARGE OBJECTS!

IT IS  ALLOWED TO USE FABRIC WITH LINES, IN CHECKS OR WITH

LARGE OBJECTS!

IT IS NOT ALLOWED TO USE FABRIC WITH LINES, IN CHECKS OR WITH

LARGE OBJECTS!

FERGI



Fergi w/p

- base

- coordinate

9

IT IS NOT ALLOWED TO USE FABRIC WITH LINES, IN CHECKS OR WITH
LARGE OBJECTS!

IT IS NOT ALLOWED TO USE FABRIC WITH LINES, IN CHECKS OR WITH
LARGE OBJECTS!



Furniture 
screw
М 6х50

Washer М6

Болт МбхбО

Washer М6

Furniture 
screw
М 6х30

Leg Fergi

Leg Fergi

Leg Fergi

Fastening to sidewalls

Fastening to sidewalls
and A section

Fastening to section A

Fastening to the box

Fastening 
of the leg

Кріплення боковин
Кріплення боковин
Кріплення спинки 
секцГі'А
З’єднання секцій

Кріплення спинки 
секції з механізмом 
трансформації 
(2ТМ, ЗТМ)

FERGI
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Furniture is packed

Carefully remove the
packaging from the product
without the use of sharp objects.
Put the pillows aside until
the installation. Prepare
mounting kit for assembling

Fixing the legs to the sidewalls.

Place the sidewalls so as to have access
to the bottom surface. Set the legs (A-2 units on
one side) in corresponding holes on the bottom
surface of sidewalls and screw them up.

Pay attention! The legs must be installed rounded side outwards at an angle of approximately 45 ° to the side. 

Fixing legs to the box

Place the seats with the support box upwards to have access to the bottom of the box.

Raise the box slightly up so that you have free access to the inside of the box. Install the legs (C-4 units) step-by-step on the 
bottom of the box, matching the appropriate holes at the corners of the box with holes on the legs, and attach them to the 
inside of the box with a furniture screw (D-1 pc on one leg) using a screwdriver. Close the box and place the product 
on the legs.

Gently turn the products up and
 vice versa to carry out operations so as

 not to damage the legs and other
 parts of the product.
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Fastening the sidewalls
  Taking a seat on the sofa below,

lift it to the top position, l open access to the inside
 of the box. Place the sidewalls around the boxes from
 the respective sides and, by combining the holes with
 the nuts on the sidewalls with holes in the box,
 attach the sidewalls to the box by bolted connection 
(E-4 pcs on one side) from the inside of the box.

Backrest mounting

Move the seat to the front. Attach the
 backrest to the back of the box and combine the
 holes in  the box with the corresponding holes in
 the back, attach the hinges to the back with the 
screws of the furniture (F - 2 pcs per loop).Lift the 
seat up a little, move it to the back until it stops and 

install the sofa in a convenient place for use.

Arrangment of pillows (if available) 

Place the  pillows around the back of the product.
 

Sofa-bed mounted 

Furniture is ready for use

Dismantling is done in reverse order!
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_____________________________________________________________________________________

Fixing legs to section A

Put section A upward to have access to the bottom of the section.On the lower surface of section A, install legs

 (A-2 pcs.) inthe holes in the corners of the front part and legs (B-2 pcs.), with pins in the corresponding holes in the corners, 
and screw them up.

 Gently turn the products upside down and vice versa to carry out operations to prevent damage to the legs and other parts
 of the product.

Pay attention! The legs must be positioned rounded side outside at an angle of approximately 45 °. 
If necessary, adjust the pin, turn it in the desired direction using a key.

Fixing the legs to the sidewall

Place the sidewalls so as to have access 
to the bottom.Install legs (A-2 units on one side)
 step by step in appropriate openings on the
 bottom surface of sidewalls and screw them up.

Furniture packed

Carefully remove the 
packaging from the product
 without the use of sharp 
objects. Prepare the mounting 
kit for mounting the sofa.
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Fastening legs to box 2TM section
Place the seats with the support box upwards to have access to the bottom of the box.Raise the box slightly up so that

 you have free access to the inside of the box. Install the legs (B-4 units) step-by-step on the bottom of the box, matching the
 appropriate openings at the corners of the box with apertures on the legs, and attach them to the inside of the box with 
furniture screw with a washer (P-1 pc on one leg) using a screwdriver. Close the box and place the product on the legs.

Fastening the back and sides of section A
Place Section A on the side to have access to the 

bottom and back of the section and to the surface of the section for 
fixing the sidewall at the same time. Unzip the zipper on the bottom 
of the flizelin and open access to the inside of the frame part.
Place the sidewall on section A and, by matching the corresponding 
openings on the frame of section A with openings on the sidewall,
 attach the sidewall with the bolted connection D-4 piece. from the 
inside of the frame.
Attach the back to section A and, by matching the corresponding 
openings on the frame of section A with holes on the back, attach it
 with bolted connection D-4 pcs. from the inside of the frame. 
Put the product on the legs
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The product is mounted

 Furniture is ready for use

Arrangment of pillows (if available)
Place the  pillows near the backrest of product.

^ Кріплення спинки 2ТМ (ЗТМ)
Перемістіть сидіння в переднє 

положення. Пристикуйте спинку до задньої 
частини секції з механізмом трансформації 
та, сумістивши отвори на петлях коробки з 
відповідними отворами на спинці, 
прикріпіть петлі до спинки гвинтами 
меблевими (Е-2 шт. на одну петлю). 
Піднявши сидіння трохи вгору, 
перемістіть його до спинки до упору та 
встановіть виріб в зручному для 
експлуатації місці.

 When installing, keep in mind that the fabric label
 "BLEST" is located only on the left side.

 Open the access to the inside of the
 section box with the transformation
 mechanism. Attach section A to the open
 section with the transformation mechanism 
and, by matching the appropriate openings 
in the sections, connect them together with 
a D-4 bolted joint. Similarly, attach the 
sidewall to the section with the 
transfotmation mechanism.
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Seating position

To transform a sofa bed into a sleep 
position

Take the pillows from the backrest of
 the product.

 Taking the section seat with the transformation mechanism from below, 
lift it slightly up and move it to the front position.

Bed linen should be placed in the middle part of the storage.

Slowly lower the backrest of the model. 
During the transformation, avoid putting the 
hands in the zone between two parts of
 the sofa.

The product is laid out!

Sleeping mode
Transformation into the seat position is in reverse

 order!

Use the loop of the backrest to lift it when transformed into a seat position!


